Searching for Julia
By Martin F. Sorensen
From San Francisco… to New York City…
to Paris, Carolyn searches for reasons and
uncovers a family secret
It’s 1980 and Carolyn Stuart’s life is about to begin.
She is headed for entry into the prestigious UC
Berkeley Art Institute when the rejection slaps her in
the heart. Running home in bitter defeat, she finds her
boyfriend in bed with another woman. Seeking solace
with Elizabeth, her high-powered mother in San
Francisco’s Financial District, she is met with little
sympathy and an I-told-you-so smirk. Distraught,
Carolyn nearly ends it all by jumping into the ocean at
the base of her mother’s Sea Cliff property. Elizabeth
rescues her and creates a plan. Carolyn will visit her
Great Aunt Beatrice in the family’s ancestral home in
New York City while mother Elizabeth greases a few
schools and finds a “suitable place” for her daughter.
But Carolyn has no interest in the business of art, she is
an artist.
In New York City, Aunt Beatrice and Carolyn visit the
grave of her grandmother, who, Carolyn discovers,
was also an artist. Carolyn becomes fascinated why
there is not much information about Grandmother
Julia. Why did Julia Stuart die in France during World
War II and seemingly abandon her baby, Carolyn’s
mother? Why didn’t the family talk about her? Who
was she? Encouraged by Aunt Beatrice, Carolyn
becomes so interested in her grandmother’s story, that
she skips out on her mother’s grand plans and flees to
Paris to retrace Julia’s steps, where she finds far more
than she could have ever imagined.
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